Editorial

JUST about a year ago, we said, on this page, "to many people the rectangular frame aquarium (and more so its angle iron stand) is an ugly creation, an anachronism in a tastefully decorated and furnished room." There have been no great changes in aquarium design since then, but there are encouraging signs that, increasingly, thought is being given to the aquarium in relation to the home. On pages 140 and 141 of this issue we print photographs of some examples of what "the aquarium in the home" can mean to different people. These adjustments of aquarium to room design are the work of Mr. Philip Dee, who is a complete enthusiast for making the fishes fit in with the surroundings.

We would like to suggest that at all the large aquarium shows and exhibitions open to the public there should be one section set up as a living room corner scene. In this, amidst furnishings on loan from local stores in return for name display, an aquarium or aquaria should be set, built into a mock wall, incorporated into a cabinet, forming the major part of a dividing screen making an alcove in a lounge, or used in any way which blends with the surroundings or renders the tank an asset to the design. This would, we feel sure, attract many more home-lovers to fishkeeping, for there are people who want to be able to watch their fishes in comfort and who will not have a bare angle iron tank and stand (all that the dealer usually displays) in their lounge because it does not "fit." Again, we repeat the question we have asked before: "are aquarists' societies in their publicity ventures, and aquatic traders, paying sufficient attention to this question of the aquarium setting?"

Because we think the answer to this question is still "No," we invite readers to send in for publication descriptions and or photographs of the way in which they have used aquaria in their homes, or practical suggestions for ways in which aquaria can be attractively used; we will also be glad to learn of any exemplary installations seen by readers in their travels.
How to Culture Grindal Worms

A useful live food for fry between microworm and white worm feeding stages

by Dr. F. N. Ghadially

Photographs by the author

This easily cultured worm, approximately one quarter of an inch long, is suitable for feeding fry which have passed the micro worm stage but are yet too small to accept white worms. It was first isolated by Mrs. M. Grindal of Sweden from a culture of ordinary white worms, where it probably appeared either as a contaminant or a mutant form a few years ago. Since then pure cultures of these worms have been maintained by numerous aquarists. It is an extremely prolific breeder and with very little trouble quantities far in excess of the needs of any amateur fish breeder can be produced in quite small metal boxes.

The requirements for breeding this worm are very similar to those necessary for cultivating ordinary white worms, and as in a previous article (The Aquarist, July, 1955) these have already been discussed at some length, to avoid needless repetition only a brief account bringing out the salient points of difference between the cultivation of these two worms will be given here.

Most aquarists cultivate Grindal worms in small metal boxes varying in size from two-ounce rectangular tobacco tins to the "Oxo" box shown in the photographs. The latter is made of aluminium and is ideal for the purpose as it does not rust. A metal box is preferable to a wooden one as the medium has to be maintained in a fair more humid state than that required for white worms. It will be remembered that a wooden box was recommended for white worms.

The medium commonly employed is either pure peat or a mixture of peat and sand exactly as that used for white worms, and the Grindal worms are fed on the same sort of diet, namely well cooked oat porridge. This method is used extensively and yields fairly good results but the collection of large quantities of pure worms from any but the most thriving cultures is difficult. The reason for this, I think, is that such a medium is rather too coarse-grained for our requirement; the small worms apparently get lost in the medium and unless sufficient worms are present to form fair-sized clumps, harvesting the culture is difficult.
The method illustrated in the series of photographs accompanying this article shows how these worms can be made to grow as a thick sheet on the surface of a very fine grained medium, from which situation they can be very easily harvested in large numbers. This method in my hands has proved very satisfactory from all angles. The medium used is very fine red sandy soil; as a matter of fact it is almost pure red sand obtained from the weathering of sandstones.

Sufficient of this is placed in an "Oxo" tin to form a layer about 1½ inches deep. Water is now added to make the medium wet, but not so wet that water runs out when the box is tilted. A spoonful of fairly thin well-cooked porridge made from oats and water is then poured on the surface of the sand as shown in the photograph. The porridge should be of a creamy consistency so that it pours freely from the spoon yet not so thin as to allow it to seep through the layers of sand. Next a generous quantity of worms are placed on the surface of the medium just around the porridge. These have to be obtained in the first instance either from a dealer or a fellow aquarist; later on, of course, worms from old cultures may be used to seed new ones.

The amount of porridge placed on the medium must be proportionate to the number of worms available for starting the culture. It is better to put too little than too much to begin with, more being added as soon as the first lot is eaten up by the worms. Avoid "drowning" the worms when adding fresh lots of porridge in the early stages, but once the culture really gets going a spoonful of porridge should be poured on the culture every day or every other day, choosing as far as possible a different area each time. Keep the box closed with the lid and stand it in a warm place. The worms prefer a higher temperature than do white worms hence they do well in a heated fish house or when the box is stood on the cover glass of an aquarium.

It is a good plan to start off a culture, in three to four days the entire surface of the sand will be covered with a thick sheet of worms. They will also begin to climb up the sides of the box in great numbers and by the end of a week you will have more worms than you know what to do with. At this stage cut down the feeding so as to produce just enough worms for your requirements. If this is not done they will get overcrowded and the whole lot will suddenly die one day and foul the culture. However, handled with reasonable care the box will go on producing worms for well over a year. It is best to have at least two boxes going, even though one can produce more than you need, just in case something goes wrong with one of them.

The method of harvesting the worms is simplicity itself.

They can be scraped off the sides of the box or the surface of the sand with a razor blade or a knife. As the medium used is almost pure sand a small quantity of this introduced into the aquarium by such a procedure will not in any way upset life in the aquarium. The culture may be neglected for quite a while without serious consequences. Recently I did not feed a culture of these worms for a month and kept them in a room at a temperature of about 50°F. As soon as warmth was re-applied and feeding commenced they began to grow once more with unabated vigour.

This, then, is perhaps the easiest live food culture to maintain and if for no other reason than this should find a place in the battery of live foods used to feed fish to-day. Finally, take care not to accidentally introduce Grindal worms in your white worm cultures. The former are such prolific breeders that they will crowd out the ordinary white worms from the culture.

Garden Aquarium

by NICHOLAS BROWN

The illustration at A shows a rather unusual garden tank that is largely of concrete construction. The tank as shown is not complete, for earth and small stones are piled against the sides so that the sloping glass front is actually set within a small rockery. To soften the rectangular outline at the top of the tank, artificial crazy paving is fitted round the edges. Similarly stones, mosses, etc., can be used to conceal the straight edges of the glass panel.

There will obviously be wide differences in area between the various sites on which it may be desired to build such a
tank. Although definite sizes are suggested below they need not be slavishly followed, though if the tank is of any size the thickness of the walls should not be reduced below two inches.

The work should be started on the base, which extends for about one foot beyond the side and back walls. The site is dug out to a depth of about six inches, and the earth rammed flat. A two-inch layer of small stones is then spread over the site and these also are well rammed in.

The Moulds

Wood of 4 ins. by 1 in. section is used for the sides of the mould. Four boards are stood on edge to outline an area of 7ft. by 4ft., and are nailed to stout pickets on the outer faces of the boards, as indicated on drawing B. The inside of these boards is lightly oiled or given a thick coat of whitewash, and the mould filled with a well rammed, 3:2:1 concrete mixture. The top of the base can be levelled off by drawing a straight edged plank across the top of the wet concrete. There is no reason why the frame of the tank should not be of brickwork, faced on the inside with waterproof cement. The easier method of construction will be to cast the sides in concrete, and the moulds for these can be prepared while the base is hardening.

Wood of one inch thickness should again be used for the moulds. The back is 5 ft. long by 2 ft. 3 ins. high, while the sides are 2 ft. 7 ins. long on the bottom edge, 2 ft. 1 in. on the top edge, and 2 ft. 3 ins. high, as illustrated at C. The sides are nailed on to the ends of the back, sloping edges of the side to the front (see D). Three extra, similar moulds are prepared, but with these the back is four inches and the sides two inches shorter than the dimensions previously given, so that when the smaller mould is stood inside the larger there will be a space of two inches between their inside faces.

It will not be possible to fasten these moulds to pickets as the latter cannot be driven into the base. It will therefore be necessary to stand these moulds in the appropriate position and to put bricks or heavy objects against them to hold them in place while the concrete is poured. The insides of these moulds should be oiled or whitewashed as before.

At the positions where the bottoms of the walls will rest on the base, the latter should be roughened with a pick to give a better key for the concrete. However, a stronger job can be made by reinforcing the walls to the base, which may be done in one of two ways. In the first, the position of the walls must be marked on the base while the concrete is still wet, and along their centre lines some metal rods of 1/8 to 1/4 in. diameter are pushed into the still wet concrete so that they will project eight inches or more. As the concrete sets these rods will be fixed firmly in place, and give additional strength when the walls are poured in place round them. Alternatively, if the concrete on the base is allowed to set, holes can be chipped in it, the rods stood in the holes, and some cement poured in round them to hold them firm.

When the concrete for the walls is poured it must be well rammed and levelled off flush with the top edges of the mould. Ample time must be allowed for hardening before the moulds are removed, when the work should be covered with damp sacking until it has thoroughly dried. The time necessary between pouring of the concrete and removal of the mould will depend on the type of cement used; some indication of the period will often be printed on the cement sack.

The glass is held in a frame of 2 ins. by 1 in. wood that has a 1/2 in. wide by 1/4 in. deep slot sawn out of the inside edges to take the glass. The four pieces of wood are cut to length, and are sawn across their ends at an angle of 45° so that they fit together like a picture frame. They are held together by "corrugated fasteners" across the inside of the joints, there being two fasteners to each joint.

Boring Concrete

A special bit for boring holes in concrete can be bought quite cheaply, and with the aid of this hole is bored on the inside of the sloping fronts of the sides and in the base, the holes are plugged with small pieces of wood, and the frame secured by driving screws through its edges into the plugs. Before the frame is glazed, it must be given two coats of bituminous paint. Either plate glass or two thicknesses of thinner glass should be used for the panel.

Earth is piled against the sides and back of the tank. It is brought up level with the top of the tank for about one foot all round back and sides, and then slopes down gradually to ordinary garden level. Suitable rockwork and plants should be put on the sloping earth, while imitation crazy paving is laid on the level areas. The paving is made by making one inch thick cement slabs in shallow boxes, and scoring the crazing marks in the wet cement with a trowel.

The usual routine precautions with concrete tanks should be put into effect before coldwater fishes are introduced into the finished aquarium.
TROPICAL FISH-KEEPERS’ REFRESHER COURSE:  

Blue Acara  
(*Aequidens latifrons*)

**ORDER:** Perciformes, from Greek *perke*—perch, and Greek *morpha*—shape.  
**FAMILY:** Cichlidae, from Greek *kichos*—a kind of sea-fish.  
**SPECIES:** *Aequidens latifrons*, from Latin *aquilo*—similar or equal, Latin *dens*—tooth, and Latin *latum*—broad, and Latin *frons*—brow, or forehead.

A native of Panama and Colombia, this fish is one of the larger cichlids, growing up to six inches in length. Because of its size, lovers of “toy” tropicals may be tempted to ignore it.

This is a mistake, for its interesting habits and great beauty, coupled with its comparatively mild disposition, entitles it to a place in any collection of fishes, not as an inmate of a community aquarium, but in a fair-sized home of its own—say a 36 ins. by 15 ins. by 15 ins. tank. Small specimens may be kept for a time in a mixed collection, but careful watch should be kept in case they indulge their cannibal instincts. Lack of live food and cramped quarters are most likely to foster this cannibal tendency.

Even quite small specimens exhibit a decided metallic blue, although in some lights this might be reflected as green. Actually, close examination will show that the large scales have two different colour patterns. Those on the upper rows have blue centres, outlined with greenish-brown, while the lower rows have greenish-brown centres outlined in blue.

The blue-green markings extend into the fins, overlaying the normal orange tint which is their basic colour. The body shape and colouring of both sexes are identical, except when the female is swollen with eggs, but the branched rays in the dorsal fin of the male, when mature, are elongated into a point at their upper extremities.

Live-food is always preferable for blue acaras. A well-grown specimen can tackle and swallow a five-inch worm without much difficulty and be ready for another in an hour or two. Small wonder then that they are almost always hungry when fed upon *Daphnia* and other small live foods. From almost the first day they will be constantly on the watch for your approach, and can easily be trained to take tibbits from your fingers. For aquarists pestered by large numbers of cypriids in their tanks, an acara or two is ideal. They will polish off every one of these tiny crustaceans, whose shells are too hard for the average fish to crush. What they will not do, however, is to eat cypriid eggs which have been laid in the tank. These will in time give rise to further batches of the little demons, providing more meals for the ravenous cichlids.

Acaras will tolerate temperature in the high sixties without suffering, but if breeding is contemplated, heat the water to around 76–82°F. It can even be higher by several degrees before the fishes show signs of distress. I have kept them at 90°F. and over by accident until I discovered that my thermostat had jammed.

If several fishes are kept together males will fight bitterly unless there are enough females to engage their attention. They will then occupy themselves with trials of strength with the females in an endeavour to find a suitable mate. The rejected female of one fish might easily be an even match of a weaker male and thus find a mate at all. For several days the fishes will sort themselves out, locking lips together and dragging each other backwards and forwards in the tank—indulging in horseplay, mock battle, and fierce embraces.

Once a couple decide to spawn they begin to scoop holes in the sand, picking it up in their mouths and spitting it out in a different spot, or fanning it vigorously with pectoral and caudal fins. It is wise to remove any other fishes from the aquarium, leaving a single pair in sole possession. They do sometimes spawn with other fishes in the aquarium, but they are more nervous and irritable on such occasions, and may be tempted to eat their eggs. Both fishes will busy themselves cleaning rocks in preparation for the reception of eggs, and it is now that small ovipositors begin to make their appearance at the vents of the fishes. Soon egglaying begins. The female passes the eggs through her ovipositor on to the scrupulously clean rock surface, and the male follows to fertilise them. They are adhesive and remain firmly attached to the rock surface. Care is taken to ensure that they are laid in rows, and not heaped one on top of the other.

The infertile eggs are usually removed by the parents after spawning is complete, and then they mount guard, zealously shielding their eggs from all enemies—both real and imagined. A continuous current of water is made to flow over the eggs by vigorous fanning with the fins. This ensures that any sediment which might otherwise settle on them is briskly washed away, and no doubt also serves to partly aerate the stagnant water.

About four or five days after hatching, the eggs burst and the fry emerge. At this time the parents are always present, gathering the fry into their mouths and carefully depositing them in a previously prepared hollow in the compost, where they are so crowded together that they look like simmering jelly. They have just about settled in their nursery when the parents snatch them out of it and place them in another. This changing goes on every two or three hours for several days. At this time the fry are free-swimming and rise in clouds about their parents’ heads. As there may be as many as two thousand they make quite a showing. At night the young will gather together at the bottom and their ever-watchful parents hover above them, tireless in their efforts to raise their huge family.

Feeding will undoubtedly be the biggest problem and unless unlimited supplies of food are available it is best to concentrate on raising a few really good fish. Starting with the smallest of live foods, increase the size to suit the growth of the youngsters. With adequate supplies this will be rapid—in fact, they should be at least an inch long when seven weeks old. As soon as practicable start feeding earthworm—at first grated, then chopped small, and finally whole. There seems to be no finer food for the little acaras than this. Even in England, however, it is difficult to find (Continued overpage)
Microscopy for the Aquarist

LAST month I mentioned the four inch objectives made by Messrs. Watson and Baker and emphasised their usefulness in enabling us to obtain an overall, magnified conception of the shape of many of the larger aquatic organisms. But this is not the only use to which the objectives can be put.

Mes. Flatters and Garnett market two glass troughs (see illustration), selling at between two and three shillings each, in which creatures such as Daphnia, Cyclops, Gammarus, Asellus, small water beetle larvae, gnat larvae, etc., etc., can be observed in a magnified image going about the ordinary business of life in a perfectly natural manner, blissfully unaware of prying eyes. Providing water lost by evaporation is replaced they can live for days. With an object glass such as the 4 in., the actions of quite a number can be watched at the same time, and moving the trough is reduced to a minimum.

Frontal and end views of two useful troughs made by Messrs. Flatters and Garnet. Aquatic organisms will live in these for several days and can readily be examined with the microscope.

For the best results the trough must be vertical and not horizontal, so that the body tube of the microscope must be parallel to the surface of the table. This is easily achieved with those microscopes with a hinged joint, but is practically impossible with fixed-angle models. Looking through a horizontal body tube, however, is extremely uncomfortable unless the instrument is placed upon a stout box to bring the tube to eye-level.

A great deal can be learned of the habits of small creatures in this way, and hours will slip by unnoticed while you watch entranced. Many a time have I let food get cold while I have waited for the hatching of, say, a gnat raft, or the change from larvae to pupa of creatures I have previously watched hatch from an egg.

With such an objective there is a slight reduction in the primary image of the actual size of the creatures being observed. A ×5 eyepiece will magnify the image to approximately three and a half times the size of the original organism. Use of the ×10 eyepiece will double the magnification, but reduce the size of the field of view. We therefore have a degree of control over the size of image without changing the object glass. Should this be desired it must be remembered that the 4 in. objective is screwed into the base of the draw tube, and must be removed before another object glass is swivelled into position at the nose-piece of the body-tube.

If in a hurry, and your instrument is one in which the draw tube can be slipped right out of the body-tube, do just this and slip back the eyepiece into the top of the body-tube. Usually this is not worth while. In fact, "hasten slowly" is an excellent piece of advice for budding microscopists to adopt in every branch of the science.

Increased magnification not only reduces the size of field, the depth of focus, and intensity of light (from any fixed source), but seems to increase the speed with which objects move across the field. There is a simple explanation of this. A movement of one-eighth of an inch in a field of one inch is comparatively small, but in a field which is only one-eighth of an inch itself is from one extremity to the opposite extremity.

Thus to our technique of operation must be added extremely slow and smooth movement of glass cell or slip upon the stage. The gadget described in part 10 of this series is the cheapest and the best way to obtain control if no mechanical stage is available.

Nevertheless some of you whose enthusiasm has been sufficiently aroused will wish to know more about so-called mechanical stages, with a view to obtaining one when funds permit. There is, of course, no doubt that they are extremely useful when any serious study of really microscopic objects is undertaken, and will last several lifetimes if properly treated.

All reliable manufacturers produce one or more models. In their simplest form they consist of a device to hold a glass slip gently but firmly. By an arrangement of racks and pinions the slip holder can be moved either east to west, north to south, and vice versa, at a speed regulated by the fingers turning a wheel. Under no circumstances can they be operated speedily.

A costlier model is equipped with a vertical and horizontal scale, and these are particularly useful if one wishes to examine a particular spot on a prepared microscope slide. With the object in the dead centre of the field of view the readings on both vertical and horizontal scales are noted. At any time afterwards a further examination of the same spot can be ensured by replacing the slide on the stage, and moving the mechanical stage until the readings are exactly the same as previously recorded. It must be remembered, however, to note also whether the slide was being examined with name label on the left or right of the stage. Simple—isn’t it?

Mechanical stages cost from £1 11 to £2 18 each. However desirable for advanced work, which we shall eventually reach, they are not a necessity at the stage at which we have at present arrived.

Blue Acara

(Continued from preceding page)

sufficient worms during the summer months, so recourse should be had to a "wormery."

This is a place where conditions are favourable for the breeding of worms. Moist loamy soil is desirable. If a pit is dug and filled with soil of this nature it can be kept moistened by emptying tea leaves on to it, and covering with a tarpaulin or other waterproof material. During a prolonged dry spell washing up water can be added to it. In such a spot worms will congregate and are easily found by turning the soil over with a fork. Often this is not necessary, for the worms come up and frequently stay just beneath the cover—waiting for you to find them.
A Tidal Marine Aquarium

by NORMAN BARNES

HOW often do those of us who keep marine aquaria look with dismay at the periwinkles high and dry and the opelet anemone half out of the water, waiting for the tide which never comes? Especially after the summer holiday by the sea do we wish we could convert our tank to a tidal one, and yet so often the books tell us to drill a hole in the side of the tank almost at the bottom, a task difficult in itself, and one which produces a far from ideal arrangement owing to risks of leaking, and of clogging which may be difficult to clear.

It is, however, a quite easy matter to convert your present aerator system into a combined aerating and tidal apparatus. You can do it by means of a separate automatic siphon which you mount by the side of your tank. Such an arrangement is also known as a Tantalus cup, and you make it in this way: first get a glass bottle, not smaller than one pint capacity, and cut off the bottom. To do this make a line all round the bottle where you want the cut to be made, then score it deeply all along this line with a triangular file, using a little turpentine as a lubricant. Next, lay strips of wet blotting paper all round above and below the scored line. Hold the bottle horizontally and apply a tiny flame, such as that from a match, to the mark. A crack will run along the line, so turn the bottle and follow the crack until it has travelled right round, when the bottom will drop off. The sharp edges can easily be smoothed with a file.

As for the tubing, this can be of glass, rubber or plastic, and must be bent according to the dimensions of your particular lay-out. If you are unable to bend glass tubing yourself, yet would like to use this material, you can probably find a schoolmaster or chemist friend who would do it for you. The accompanying drawings are self-explanatory, the important part being the arrangement of the levels of tanks and automatic siphon. The mounting of the siphon is also a matter of personal choice; only make sure you can easily remove it from its mounting. The boring of the stopper in the bottom of the siphon is a job best done expertly, but you can do it yourself, using a red-hot meat skewer, and then sealing it with pitch.

In the drawings I have shown the apparatus set up to work two tanks, but of course the lower one could be (Continued overpage)
The Dog-eyed Chinese Newt

by

Dr. E. ELKAN

SYNOPTIC CHINENSIS is not one of those amphibians frequently found in dealers’ lists. Seeing that it has to come all the way from Hong Kong, its rare appearance need not surprise us, and having made its acquaintance we may even wonder why anybody but a dyed-in-the-wool newt specialist bothers to catch it and to send it on its long and hazardous journey.

The two specimens I have under observation are 5 ins. (127 mm.) long from snout to tip of tail. This is large for a newt. They are chocolate coloured on the back and sides, black with bright orange-red spots underneath. Their eyes well justify their name, they look very much like the eyes of a dog. As companions in one and the same aqua-terrarium my two specimens seem to be extremely badly suited. From the day when I first received them, one

head just enough to bring the nostrils to the surface for a breath of air. On one or two occasions he has shown some enterprise by climbing up the glass in the only corner where this was possible because there was the thermometer to give him extra support. Finding he could go no further than the top rim of the tank he stayed there for the rest of the day and then returned to the water. He never made any attempt to leave the water by the “shore” which, one would have thought, would have been much easier than to climb up the glass.

I have not been able, so far, to determine the sex of the two specimens. According to the literature available the two sexes look too much alike to allow for a reliable diagnosis. If they are still alive next spring their behaviour at that time may throw some light on this question. The dog-eyed newt seems to be common on the north-east coast of China. It was first described by Dr. J. E. Gray in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London (1859), where an excellent drawing of the animal can also be found.

If other herpetologists keep this newt, it would be most interesting to hear how their animals behave so far from home.

A Tidal Marine Aquarium

(Continued from preceding page)

nothing more than a reservoir if desired. If this lower tank is shallow the tubing is best arranged as shown in the small-scale drawing so as to make sure there is a good lift. The speed of flow can easily be controlled by a constriction on the siphon tube, but make sure that nowhere in the apparatus is there any metal part coming into contact with the sea water.

One last word of warning. Be careful to see that the inlet of the outflow pipe in the upper tank does not become clogged or the tank will continue to fill. Shellfish and other inhabitants of the tank are apt to crawl over the opening and block it, therefore it is a good idea to have several openings, (such as a rubber bulb with a number of holes in it could provide).
AQUARIST’S Notebook

by RAYMOND YATES

One or two coldwater fishes can be kept at higher temperatures such as goldfish and bitttering but if you are having a coldwater tank set-up keep it cold. It is wise to begin with only two varieties such as, for instance—shubunksins and Rudd, golden orfe and bitttering, carp and golden tench, mixed types of sunfish, etc. Before buying coldwater fishes it is wise to look for signs of disease, frayed or fanged tails, imperfect shaped fish or fish with hollow bellies (often found in young orfe in spring) and the fish house, this latter more commonly met with on the slower bottom feeders such as tench and carp. Why not try out that spare tank as a coldwater set-up?

Some interesting points on the cultivation of Cryptocoryne were discussed at a recent meeting of the Nottingham and District Aquarists’ Society and as these will be of major interest to aquarists in a wider field, a summary is given here.

In the first place it must be appreciated that there are a great many species of this plant, far more than the eight varieties most commonly known, and this may account for some of the difficulties experienced by fanciers. C. Griffithii seldom prospers unless planted in a more nourishing medium than tank compost. Clay and peat had been tried but a reliable one was a mixture of equal parts of granulated peat, clean loam and sharp sand to which a little bone meal had been added together with very small quantities of dried blood or sulphate of ammonia. This plant prefers a dimly lit situation. If leaves are not a deep rich green reduce the amount of light falling on the plant. Good specimens reach ten inches in height and it flowers occasionally. When a bud appears the water level should be reduced to two-thirds the height of the plant. It multiplies if undisturbed, by short runners from the rhizomes.

C. cordata reaches 12 inches and C. Mulleri 15 to 18 inches in height. Apart from size these plants look alike and both will stand slightly more light than C. Griffithii. Additionl feeding is better than relying on the compost. Clay pellets containing bone meal, dried blood and sulphate of ammonia hardened by baking in a slow oven are useful. C. Williamsii is a little easier than C. cordata. It benefits from additional feeding but remains small if overcrowded. It needs more light than C. cordata. C. Netelli and Beckettii are much easier than the previous species. The former will reach seven inches and the latter four inches at most although both multiply much more rapidly than the other species. C. Hartiana is a fairly new but first class plant reaching 14 inches with leaves two inches wide. It has less stalk and more leaf than the other large “cryptos” and needs no feeding. Too much light dwarfs it and makes the leaves a much lighter green. Generally speaking all the leaves of cryptos are long lived and suffer from sediment or algae thereon. They prefer fairly soft, acid water and dislike sudden changes in pHeven more so than fish. They also object to being disturbed too often, growth being put back three months whilst the roots take fresh hold. These plants are attacked by a bacterial growth which appears as a white patch in the leaf which rots away. Cut off affected leaves and treat tank with acriflavine, giving only a mild dose.

The rarer and more unusual fish are not often seen in the
shops of dealers because they are snapped up almost as soon as they are offered for sale. The demand for these fish is generally greater than the supply so the keen aquarist will buy them as soon as he sees them on sale. It is a great mistake to think because one dealer has them that everybody else will, and that the price may prove cheaper elsewhere. With rare fish this just does not apply. You will look elsewhere and fail to find any, and when you return to the original dealer you will find he has sold out of the fish which took your eye. In life most of us think too often and too long about things with the result that we often go without what we really need. Much the same applies to fish. Snap up those rare specimens, opportunity does not knock twice.

Those aquarists who are swimmers know much more of what life is like under the surface than their land-lubber brothers. They have every opportunity to test and try out any pet theories they may have. If you have ever wondered how a shark feels when you shout at it under water try if yourself—the noise is deafening. The limitations of sight are also interesting, particularly looking upwards at the surface. With a mask, clear vision is obtained merely because there is an air space between the eyes and the water. This has the disadvantage of making everything look larger, about a third bigger than is actually the case. Underwater swimming is certainly now very much in vogue, even by those who never go near the sea, and a visit to the local swimming bath will show you more goggles and swim-flns than you ever thought existed.

Reading books on how to swim gives some help but does not assist those who want to engage in underwater work. To overcome this a book has recently been published which explains in simple language all the details of this new art. It is written for the absolute beginner, those who have never even seen underwater equipment. You will look into 80 pages details are given of the various items of equipment and their uses with many useful tips from practical experience. There is a chapter on the technique of hunting another on fish, real and imaginary risks, advanced equipment and details of the costs involved. Reference is made to underwater swimming clubs, coastal regulations and, in fact, just about everything the novice needs to know. There are 18 photographs and seven line drawings. Aquarists interested in this new international sport will find this book instructive reading. It is entitled Guide to Underwater Hunting by Simon Codrington, and is published by Adlard Coles Ltd., at 7s. 6d.

It is comforting to report continued and increased interest in the aquarium at the London Zoo in Regent's Park. During 1954 the number of visitors to the aquarium was 378,196, an increase of 31,396 over the previous year, in spite of the shocking weather throughout the summer period. Even so, only one person in every six who visits the Zoo also visits the aquarium and this must be due to the fact that visitors have to pay a separate admission charge to the aquarium. Running a public aquaria is quite a costly business and that is why a further charge is made. In 1954 the cost of running the aquarium rose by over one thousand pounds to £8,697, but the income from admission charges also increased to £13,894, leaving a comfortable balance.

Three books on fishes were presented to the Zoological library during the year and five dealing with reptiles and amphibia. For once in a way quite a large number of fish were donated to the collection, these including 100 harlequins, 10 mudskippers, 29 cichlids, six angels, 10 kissing gouramies, three clown loach, 22 red-spotted gobies, four fresh-water gobies, seven golden coral and one scarlet coral fish, one black shark (Labo), 13 northern char, two bitterling, one orfe, 1 tench, one benny, four Pelmatochromis kribensis, 10 young salmon and, last but not least, four black moors from Sir Winston Churchill. In addition, the Hungarian Government provided three sterlets from behind the iron curtain. Ten varieties of fish new to the Regent's Park collection were added during the year.

Among the gobies only two are popular for the tropical freshwater tank, these being the waps goby or bumble bee fish and the purple-striped gudgeon (Mogurnda mogurnda). Both are easy to keep if provided with a carnivorous diet. They are quiet fish and rest for long periods and give the impression of being tired out. Both have bad reputations for fin-biting and for this reason are not popular for community tanks. If well fed, however, waps gobies are little trouble and the other fish in the tank soon learns to avoid action when the goby comes ambling up behind them. Mogurnda in aquarium literature is made out to be the worst bit of all but this is not altogether true. You will have trouble if you put them in a community tank with small fish but if they are kept with really large fish they completely reform and become model members of the tank. They are not easily frightened although they are very alert when in company with large cichlids and, in fact, the only fish which seem to really awaken their sense of danger are large-mouthed fishes such as blue gualis. The term "purple-striped gudgeon" is misleading as the fish is not too brilliantly coloured, and bears no resemblance to the common gudgeon of our English ponds and canals, but is much more like the American dogfish, so popular in cold-water tanks a few years ago. The eye of Mogurnda is blue, rimmed with black, and from time to time looks somewhat opaque, rather like the eyes of discus fish in certain lights. The aquarist may think his specimens have died, jumped out or been eaten by other fish if he cannot find them but actually they enjoy resting in the middle of thick clumps of plants and, by keeping perfectly still, are not easily seen. I can recommend these to hobbyists who will keep them only with much larger species.

The editors of club magazines all have a perpetual headache. I refer to the difficulty in getting suitable "copy" from their members. Nor is this trouble confined to clubs in Britain, as I have come to know. One editor has only eight out of a hundred magazines submitted, but in the case of another editor he suggested that it would be a good idea if a central pool could be formed and all used material sent there for issue to other club magazines. I agree that this would be helpful and if any club editors have any views on this I shall be pleased to hear from them. It must be remembered, however, that many clubs interchange their magazines with others, even with clubs abroad, and this tends to defeat the object of having a central pool. Then again, the essence of a club magazine is that it is local and that the articles are written by people you know personally or by aquarists of national standing. A club magazine, however small, should have news and views about the activities of the club, one or two articles of fishy aspects, and some form of advertisement section for dealers, or members with equipment or fish for disposal. Most magazines I see are very well done but one or two could improve their attractiveness by making sure the type on their typewriter is really clean. Nothing is worse than blobs of dirt which are supposed to represent an a, c, o or u.

It is reported that a prisoner at Salisbury Gaol, South Africa, has made quite a good thing for himself out of the profits on the sale of goldfish bred in a pond in the prison grounds. This just goes to prove the truth of the old saying that where there's a will there's a way.
In the Water Garden in OCTOBER by Astilbes

Towards the end of October we are likely to experience a fall, about the usual time and rarely does a year pass without this happening. It may be fairly mild after this until the end of the month, but the earth frost generally comes to blacken most of the above water leaves. It is better to remove as many of these dead leaves as possible, as not only will the appearance of the pond be improved but the water will remain purer than if many dying leaves are allowed to remain. It is doubtful if the frost will be severe enough to cause the water to freeze over, at least this is unlikely in the south of England. Once the pond does freeze over there is plenty which can be done to improve matters.

The question as to whether pond ice should be broken or not is often asked and I consider that at least one part of a pond should be kept free of ice. Where there are fishes in the garden pond it is essential to open the ice not only to allow fresh air to get to the pond but to allow the foul gases to escape. Many people do not realise what is taking place under the ice on a pond. In consequence much harm can be caused by lack of care and thought on the part of the pond-keeper. The first and fairly obvious happening when a pond freezes over is that there is considerable expansion and great pressure is exerted by the ice. This force is sufficient to crack ponds which are not very well made, especially if no reinforcement was added when concreting. Never hit the ice to break it as this can harm life in the water, severe frost. The 25th of the month is a good time to place a water-can filled with boiling water on the ice and leave it for a time. A clean round hole will soon be formed and the handle and spout of the can will prevent it from falling further into the pond.

A fine chisel can be used as a form of stillettto to gently prick through the ice and make a channel all round the pond if necessary. Some pondkeepers slightly lower the level of the water once a hole has been made as they find that the water does not freeze up under the ice cover and the air space beneath the ice allows a circulation of fresh air to the benefit of the inhabitants. This plan works fairly well as long as there is not another very severe frost for this will only freeze over the surface again under existing ice cover. If the ice is left unbroken on the pond it is possible that the water beneath can become very cold. Any gases which form at the bottom of the pond then decaying vegetation are unable to escape and so the water loses its freshness and clear colour. If the frost lasts a week or two the water may get so bad that fishes are in danger of dying through lack of oxygen.

If ice has covered a pond for a week or two it is possible that when it thaws the water will look a very muddy colour. If this is the case it is possible that some of the fishes may be badly affected by this and as much as possible of the water should be changed. This is especially important after there has been a heavy fall of snow, as this seems to have a bad effect on the pond water. During severe spells it is important to examine the pond occasionally to make sure that a crack has not developed in it, allowing most of the water to drain away. This sometimes happens and it is difficult to do a during the cold spell. The fishes should be caught and placed in a safe place but little may be possible in the form of repairs to the pond until all frost has gone.

Temporary repairs can be made so that the pond will hold water until permanent help can be given in the spring. Many people get this trouble through not taking sufficient care to make a strong and thick mixture when making the pond. If only more time was taken when building a great deal more time could be saved afterwards. Should a crack develop and much of the water drain away, immediate steps must be taken to prevent the heads of water from being damaged by the frost. If the tops of the plants are exposed and water cannot be replaced, the crowns of the plants should be covered with straw or bracken and the water may get so bad that we can again be introduced into the pond.

It is unwise to try to cover a small pond with sacking or other material to prevent freezing over as the lack of air over a long period can cause considerable harm to life in the pond.

FRIENDS & FOES No. 40

TIPULIDAE

Tipulidae
Phylum: Arthropoda, from Greek arthron—joint, and podos—foot.
Class: Hexapoda, from Greek hex—six, and podos—foot.

TIPULIDAE is a very large family with almost 300 members, included in 37 genera. By no means all the different species have aquatic larvae, but occasionally the aquarist finds representatives of the aquatic genera in his outdoor ponds. These, like their terrestrial relatives, are usually herbivorous, so are not likely to eat eggs or fry of fishes. They themselves fall prey to large fishes, and to carnivorous larvae and insects. The larvae are dependent upon atmospheric air for their existence, and have a pair of quite large spiracles on the last abdominal segment.

If forced to remain submerged they can close the spiracles within the fleshy lobes which surround them but manifest discomfort as soon as the air already in the air tubes is exhausted. Their heads can be withdrawn within the first thoracic segment. The larvae of Tipulidae larvae are unable to swim, falling heavily to the bottom as soon as they relinquish or are shaken from their hold. Pupation in the aquatic genera occurs in the same season that the eggs are laid, the larva climbing out of the water and burying themselves in soft mud in late summer and early autumn.

Both larvae and pupae vary in size according to the species.

Crane Flies

Larva with head extended (X2)
depicted above shows this extended. When moving while being examined it used its mouth to grip the glass container. Underneath its body were a number of fleshy protuberances, each surmounted by a fringe of minute hairs. These greatly assisted its movements.

Tipulid larvae are unable to swim, falling heavily to the bottom as soon as they relinquish or are shaken from their hold. Pupation in the aquatic genera occurs in the same season that the eggs are laid, the larva climbing out of the water and burying themselves in soft mud in late summer and early autumn.

Both larvae and pupae vary in size according to the species.

C. E. C. Cole

October, 1955
Aquaria and Decor

PHILIP DEE, who has become known in Radio and Television, is an enthusiast for harmonious fish surroundings, through his connection with PAC AQUARIUMS is asked Mr. Dee to describe some of his ideas in this article.

The trend to incorporate tropical fish aquaria in the home decoration plan, as a distinctive article of furniture, is rapidly increasing. This article describes and is illustrated with only a few installations which will substantiate this fact, and I am fully convinced that having read the following words you will ask yourself many questions, so if I can be of assistance in answering or simplifying anything for you, I shall have at least served to further this up-to-date tendency. Although the emphasis in the accompanying photographs by Mr. Laurence E. Perkins, is on the aquarium as a unit, the reader can, with a little imagination, construct the rest of the picture of the room, or hallway surroundings from the descriptions which follow.

Above is shown the gilt-framed aquarium "picture" in the home of Mr. P. Lewis. To the right is a view of the boxed tank behind the wall in a built-on garage.

Sideboard, cocktail cabinet and aquarium are combined in the piece of furniture shown with the doors open and closed in the pictures in the centre of these pages. The cabinet is walnut and a hinged top permits access to the aquarium. It is the property of Mrs. Hobbs.

Palm tree cut-outs in a "Palm Beach" scene surround the aquarium standing on a bronze-finished wrought stand in the home of Mr. D. Halsey, as shown on the left.
The B.B.C. Tropical Fish Man in Children's
between aquarium and home furnishings.
I am adapting aquaria to blend with their
Ascot Aquarium of Clapham, S.W.4, The
one of his ideas for the benefit of readers.

ENCE E. PERKINS

There is a definite air of distinction
which impresses one on entering the
hall-way of Mr. P. Lewis's beautiful
home in Streatham. The close fitted
green carpeting throughout the hall
winds its way up the panelled stairway,
enhancing the rich ivory coloured walls.
The stained glass window, artistically
draped with soft green velvet curtains,
enraptures one with a feeling of supreme
quality; even the radiator pipes in
front of the window have been skilfully
adorned with a gilt wrought iron grid.
Amid such surroundings I tried to
visualise an aquarium that would be
suitably regal and elegant in design.

After much meditation the idea of an
aquarium built in the wall to form a
picture appealed to me, and I proposed
the idea to Mr. Lewis, who was very

(Continued overpage)

To fit the exotic oriental surround-
ings of Mrs. Meyer's home in
Streatham a jet black finish was
given to the aquaria unit depicted
above, and fishes and plants in gold
were added to the frame. The
large aquarium is for tropical
fishes and a small tank below it is
used for fry; the left-hand tank
houses coldwater fishes

Standing on a hotel landing in
London, the frame, cover and
stand of the aquarium pictured
to the right have been con-
cealed with "Flexi-Mirror"
strips to give a bright and
sparkling finish
Aquaria and Decor in the Home

(Continued from preceding page)

much in favour of it. So with his approval I installed a tank in the outer wall of the house, the other side of which is the garage, and as shown in the photographs the aquarium is completely boxed in, with hinged sides, so that it is easily accessible for servicing. The unsightly angle iron I concealed with a gilt 3½ ins. wide picture frame, thus giving it an enchanting and ever changing delightful picture, which, I suppose, one could call "ultra modern art." The aquarium interior is lined with imitation rock work to resemble a cliff face under water, with matching Westmorland stone, furnished with spatterdock, three varieties of Cryptocoryne, Vallisneria torta, Cabomba and Hygrophila and approximately eight species of the more common tropical fishes in fours.

When Mrs. Hobbs, of West Kensington Court, Cromwell Road, invited me to her flat with a view to designing a suitable aquarium, I did not know then that I should later be classifying it among my favourite designs. She explained that she required a sideboard, cocktail cabinet and aquarium. I think, possibly, the aquarium should come first, since she is a great lover of tropical fishes and tends to regard them as her "children," but since the aquarium is the smallest item of the three, the others must be given precedence. The object was to dispense with the sideboard and cocktail cabinet and somehow combine all three into an attractive piece of furniture, as living space in a modern block of flats is limited.

I have found that most sideboards eventually get used for all kinds of odds and ends instead of their original purpose for keeping table linen and cutlery, so I designed the cabinet as shown in the pictures, with three drawers, the two small ones for cutlery and the largest one, eight inches deep, for table linen. Above these I fitted shelves for glassware and drinks, and finally, of course, the bow-fronted aquarium, making it easily accessible for the slight attention required, by lifting the walnut top, which is hinged at the rear. When closed, it becomes an extremely attractive and dignified piece of furniture which is toned to match the other furniture in the room.

It stands in an emerald green close-fitted carpet; the soft furniture is green with cherry trimmings, and decoratively arranged curtains drape down beside the aquarium. As you can well imagine, visitors to Mrs. Hobbs' flat are forever fascinated by this unique combination of exotic life installed in such a magnificent, yet at the same time useful, article of furniture, which has given so much charm to this otherwise quiet corner.

The final choice of hotelier Mr. Bolton, of Sussex Gardens, London, was a 30 ins. by 15 ins. bow-fronted "Flexi-Mirror" aquarium, which I installed on the first floor landing of his hotel. It immediately seemed to bring life to the hotel, and Mr. Bolton noticed that the cold atmosphere that seems to embrace the stairways and corridors of a great many hotels was transformed into one of gaiety and warmth. Numerous types of floral decor had been tried in the past but somehow they lacked the life and brightness that this aquarium has given. It is so well illuminated that the whole landing seems to have been completely reconstructed. Looking up the long flight of stairs from the hall-way one's eyes are immediately attracted to the glitter from this aqua "fairytal," and approaching it down the stairs from the second floor it becomes the centre of attraction.

Mr. Alfred Hill and Mr. Douglas Halsey, of Northway, Morden, are both very keen hobbyists, and they have realised how many other people that the art of fish-keeping is rapidly becoming incorporated with home decor. A photograph illustrates the choice of Mr. D. Halsey for his ivory and bronze decorated hall. It is a wrought iron unit finished in modern bronze. I designed the front-piece, which seems to have become very popular. It is a "Palm Beach" scene with an aperture cut out to conform with the picture, and it hides the angle iron aquarium frame. This front-piece is tacked on to a thin piece of wood which rests upon the top front angle iron bar, so that it can be lifted off for a plain tank view.

Mrs. Meyer, who now lives in Streatham, originally came from Burma, and her orientally furnished home is breath-takingly exotic. There is an atmosphere of the mystic Orient, which almost seems to overpower one with enchantment, throughout the entire flat. Amidst such surroundings I was faced with the problem of placing a suitably designed aquarium unit. After considerable thought I eventually decided upon a design which I feel is most fitting. I painted the whole unit jet black and superimposed motifs of fish and plants in gold around the angle iron framing.

The top aquarium, which is surmounted by a Buddha, houses the multi-coloured tropicals; the lower left aquarium contains a variety of coldwater fishes and on the right hand side of the lower tank is a "maternity ward" and space for foods, etc. Personally, I think that this aquarium has added further distinction to the already wonderful oriental charm of this home.

In conclusion, I think that, given forethought, an aquarium can do more for a hall-way or lounge than merely represent a "tank of fishes," and for one, delight in helping to display our interest in a manner which enhances, rather than condemns, the art of fish-keeping.

Black Angels in London

PAIR of black angel fish, said to be members of the trio making the only example of this colour mutation to be seen in this country, were on view at last month's show staged by the Association of South London Aquarists' Societies. Like the U.S.A. specimens described in The Aquarist last month, the fish were genuinely "all-black."
OUR EXPERTS’ ANSWERS TO READERS’ QUERIES

I am a beginner in tropical fishkeeping and wonder whether you will inform me whether I should be able to keep angelfish and guppies together in the same tank?

Very small angelfish will not do any harm to fully-grown guppies, but they will certainly chase after and eat guppy fry. As the angelfish grow into larger fish they will not be content with making a meal of baby guppies, but will attack the adult fish, especially the tiny males.

Is it possible to breed the kuhli loach in captivity?
The kuhli loach has been bred in captivity, but not very often. They are said to press their bodies close together when spawning, but very little is known about their breeding habits.

Would you please supply me with the names of some fishes which would live well together in a large community tank?

Small species, please.

We suggest that you take your pick from the following: glowlight tetras, neon tetras, bloodstains, zebra fish, cherry barb, pearl danio, beacon fish, Corydoras catfish, guppies, platys and Australian rainbow fish.

I have just bought a silverfish with flattened sides which the dealer said was a salmon discus. Please can you tell me the scientific name of this fish?

The scientific name of the so-called salmon discus is Pseudotropheus obscurus. The species comes from the Amazon basin and northern Brazil, and is easy to keep and feed. The salmon discus is quite at home in the community aquarium.

Can you furnish me with some information about the breeding habits and general requirements of the pencil fish?

The genus Peciolobrycon (pencil fishes) is native to Guiana and the Amazon Basin. These fish are docile, and should not be placed with bullying or boisterous species. Pencil fish need a temperature of about 75° F., though they are hardy enough to withstand a temperature down to the middle sixties. Food should be given small, for the fish have tiny mouths. They are not fussy about what they are given to eat, and will take most dried foods, live foods, or finely minced meat. The pencil fishes do not breed very freely in captivity, but when they do they lay a few eggs in corners of the aquarium, close to the compost or even up among the surface plants. After spawning is over, the parent fish should be removed to another aquarium. The eggs hatch out in about three days, hatching in the usual Infusoria, followed by tiny Daphnia, micro worms, or brine shrimps.

I am a newcomer to the interesting hobby of fishkeeping, but I am rather puzzled by the references to pH which I keep coming across when reading articles on aquarium keeping in magazines. What is pH, please?

In broad outline, water may be alkaline, neutral or acid. The pH (with a number) is the symbol or sign given to indicate the acidity or alkalinity of the water. pH 7 is neutral. Numbers above pH 7 indicate an alkaline condition; numbers below pH 7 indicate an acid condition. Most fishes flourish very well in slightly acid water with a pH of about 6.8. All the same, too much has been made of pH by some aquarists. If an aquarium is doing well, that is, has clear water, healthy plants and active fishes it is wise to leave well alone. Too much meddling with acids and salts often causes more harm than good. If you wish to acidify water naturally, filter it through peat or dried oak or beech leaves. Or place a handful of oak or beech leaves in about a quart of water and leave to soak for a week, after which strain the water into the aquarium. Peat water added to the aquarium will help to create acid conditions.

Will you tell me the way to breed the harlequin fish?

The harlequin fish (Rasbora heteromorpha) is not a very easy fish to breed. The species needs acid water, and broad-leaved plants such as Cryptocoryne arranged in clumps in the middle of the aquarium, and some smaller clumps at both ends. Light entering the aquarium should be from the top, and not too bright. The compost should be spotlessly clean, preferably well-washed fine shingle or tiny pebbles. When the female is ready to lay her eggs, she will swim up to a leaf, turn upside down and rub her ventral region along its under-surface. The male follows close behind the female in order to fertilise the eggs as they are laid. After spawning is over, net the fish and transfer them to another tank. At a temperature of about 80° F., the eggs should hatch out in about 30 hours. Two or three days later, the baby fish should be swimming freely about the water looking for tiny live food—Infusoria. This all sounds very easy, but as we mentioned above, the species is not one that will breed for everybody. The pH value of the water, the quality of the light, the chemical composition of the water, the plant life, among other things, all play an important part in persuading these lovely little fish to lay their eggs. Some aquarists have been lucky from the start; others keep trying with no success. Like the neon tetra, the species needs studying and careful attention.

I stocked my new 18 ins. by 12 ins. by 12 ins. aquarium with several pairs of fishes including guppies, swordtails, zebra fish and half-banded barbs. All went well for a month or so; then, for no apparent reason, the fishes became listless and died. The
temperature of the water was maintained at about 82° F. The tank was brightly illuminated at night by electric strip-lighting, and I used to give the fishes extra oxygen by means of an air-pump. Can you please tell me what went wrong?

From your description, we think it highly probable that your fishes died either of "suffocation" or poisoning. Perhaps you allowed too much unseated food to accumulate on the floor of the aquarium. Unseated food will soon pollute the water, and send the fishes scurrying into the corners, or moulting all over the surface for a breath, as it were, of pure air. Even an air-pump cannot restore badly polluted water to a healthy condition within a few hours and the oxygen content of the water at the rather high temperature will be lower than normal. On the other hand, you might have had some metallic object in contact with the water. Brass, copper, zinc, galvanised iron and the like will soon contaminate aquarium water and kill the fishes—and even some of the plant life. We advise you to check your aquarium set-up. Make sure that the compost is thoroughly clean; see that no metallic objects are in constant contact with the water; make sure that your heater and thermostat (if you are using one) are functioning properly, for sudden cessation of current when the weather is cold will lead to bad chills and other disorders. Warnings members of your household not to lean over the uncovered aquarium with lighted cigarettes in their mouths (cigarette ash is not good for fish), or put their hands into the aquarium immediately after they have been using soap, washing powder, insect sprays and the like. Quite a number of fish fatalities may be traced to carelessness in simple aquarium hygiene.

I have a 16 ins. by 12 ins. by 12 ins. aquarium stocked with a pair of cichlids, a pair of platys, a pair of mollies, some guppies, a pair of bloodfish, and a male electric blue fish. I should very much like to introduce a few more pairs of fish into the aquarium, but wonder whether the tank would stand it?

It would be unwise to introduce more fishes into your aquarium. The angel fish will increase in size during the next few months, the mollies must have plenty of space in well-oxygenated water; and the guppies, mollies and platys will surely drop young sooner or later; so you see your aquarium is scarcely large enough to support the fishes you have at the present time in comfort.

I am thinking about installing fluorescent lighting over my aquaria, but I have been told that this type of lighting is not very successful. What is your opinion, please?

Water plants do not grow very well under the bluish-white fluorescent tubes, but they seem to prosper under the tubes which emit a yellowish or "warm white" light. Your local electrician or electricity department would advise you on the most suitable tubes to use, for you must bear in mind that fluorescent tubes give a much more intense light than ordinary strip-lights or conventional pearl or clear glass lamps in reflectors. For example, a 40-watt fluorescent tube gives the equivalent of about 60 to 80 watts in ordinary lighting.

I have a tropical aquarium in perfect condition with healthy fishes, and a fine growth of water plants. But I am worried because a few days ago I noticed a tiny grey or dirty yellow creature "sporting" among the underwater foliage. This tiny creature seems to feed on algae and decaying plant life. I have not seen it attack or take any interest in the fishes. Can you possibly identify the creature for me—it swims in a jerky, erratic fashion? Do you think I should transfer the aquarium?

Perhaps the tiny creature you have noticed is a Cyclops. Cyclops is easily recognised: for its two eyes are turned into one dark mass, and the female carries about with her two pear-shaped egg-sacs which look like tiny water-wings attached to her body. Most of the smaller fishes will eat a few of the larger species consider it beneath their dignity. If your fishes are enjoying good health, leave well alone. If, on the other hand, you wish to be free of the interloper in your aquarium, transfer the fishes to another tank, and increase the temperature of the water by a full 20 degrees (we presume the aquarium is maintained at around 75° F.). In the meantime, add a 3 per cent. solution of methylene blue to the water, drop by drop, until the water, plants and compost take on a distinctly bluish tinge. After a day or two reduce the temperature to normal, siphon off some of the water from the bottom of the aquarium, and add fresh water to make good the loss of the old water.

COLDWATER FISHKEEPING QUERIES answered by A. BOARDER

Recently I have had four shubunkins die in the space of a week. Their dorsal fin stayed alive and they have appeared quite lively until a day or so before their deaths. I opened two and found what appeared to be spawn inside, a pinkish stuff full of grey or whitish dots. Can you tell me the cause of death?

It is impossible for me to tell what caused the death of your fishes from the information supplied. I can only make suggestions as to what may have been the trouble. Fishes do not just die in a day or two for no cause whatsoever. They will remain healthy for years providing they have the correct conditions. If something goes wrong with their health it is because of something you have done or have not done. When fish die without having had a lingering illness it is often due to the fact that the oxygen content of the water is insufficient or that, to put it another way, there is too much poisonous gas in the water. Heavy smoking in a room with little or no ventilation can kill fishes in a tank. The introduction of something poisonous into the water or arising from the container used for carrying the water will cause deaths. Something may be decaying and polluting the water. Something harmful may have been put in with the food. You should go over everything you have done lately to see if you can pin-point the trouble. I have some good quality shubunkins, moors, veiltails, orandas and lionheads, from cup winners. I want to show them and shall be glad if you will tell me of a large book dealing with the subject telling me how to pick out winners and how to make them look their best at shows. I would like to deal with feeding, breeding and also to have colour plates and photographic studies of fish. I know of no book which deals with showing fish almost exclusively. So few people show that I doubt if it would be a paying proposition to publish such a book. My book, Coldwater Fishkeeping (The Aquarist) would be a great help to you for feeding, breeding and giving types. In Goldfish, by Anthony Evans (Foyles), I have written a chapter on shows and showing. Then you should get R.S. Standards for Cultivated Fishes, from the Secretary, Federation of British Aquatic Societies, 1, Coronation Court, 31, Willesden Lane, London, N.W.6. This costs 2s. 6d. post paid. This book gives the outlines and points allotted for the various types you possess.

I had two small sunfish in a small tank which developed ragged tips to the pectoral fins. What is the cause please?

In the first place the two different species of sun-fish are not likely to agree in a small tank and some of the damage may have been started by fin-nipping. Some parasite may be present although in this case it is probable that other fish would have been attacked as well. These fishes keep up an almost continuous movement of these fins and it is possible that the coarse sand at the bottom of the tank may have started the trouble. Separate the fish, and give a brief bath
in a weak solution of Dettol and water, this might help matters. See that the tank is kept extremely clean all times as these fish love clear water. Live food should be given whenever possible.

What is the cheapest form of heater to keep a shed frost-proof? I have only coldwater fishes, but, of course, I realise that a hard frost could break my tanks.

Glass-sided tanks would certainly break in an unheated fish-house during a freeze-up. The question of the cheapest method of heating is not an easy one to answer. I have been struggling with the same problem for very many years and still have some doubts. To ensure that your fish-house is safe you need a minimum temperature of 40°F. I have found that as long as the water does not fall below this level the fish, even small ones, are quite safe. The water would not freeze, of course, and so the tanks would be safe. I think that the best way to keep this temperature is by using electricity. You can use tubular heaters sufficient to provide the necessary heat and have a thermostat set at 40°F. You would find that taking the whole year round you would not have to use a great deal of electricity unless the shed was very large or draughty. Once any sun reached the shed the heaters would automatically cut out; if it suddenly turned cold the heat would come on without any help from you.

Any other type of heating will mean constant attention and work. Once a day an oil lamp would have to be cleaned to be safe and odourless, and a solid fuel stove would need attention at least twice a day. Then this heat is on all the time, often when it is not needed. A solid fuel boiler may give you more heat than you require. An oil lamp can be turned down but it is necessary to have it on many hours when it may not be wanted. Taking all things into consideration I say that electricity is your best form of heating, provided you do not intend to keep a high temperature in the shed, for then electricity would be very expensive.

Some of my fish are getting blanket weed tangled in their gills. Does this harm them and how can blanket weed be checked?

Are you sure this is blanket weed in the gills of your fish? It sounds to me as if the fish may be attacked by fungus. The fungus is white when it first forms but in an algae-infested water it soon turns green. Make certain before you do anything else, as the fungus in the gills can soon prove fatal. I have known small fantails get their tails entangled in blanket weed but do not think that the gills are likely to be affected by it. If fungus is present give the fish a salt treatment as recommended before in these pages.
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**Improved Fishes Scheme**

In an attempt to interest members of my local club and to further improvements in stocks of selected fishes I have, on two or three occasions, suggested to local club members that selected members should be invited to take a few young fishes in an attempt to improve colour and size.

To ensure good specimen fishes being obtainable I put my proposals to two officials of the F.B.A.S. who had addressed our meetings and suggested that breeders be invited to bring to our meetings reasonably good quality stocks of young fishes for sale to members who were interested in the scheme. This proposal was agreed to in principle and was noted for action but so far without tangible results. If the suggested scheme is not possible then perhaps some of your readers who are interested in improvements to stocks would perhaps oblige with alternative schemes. I should add that I have visited a number of dealers in London and south coast resorts and only on one occasion was I offered a pair of fishes which I thought might be suitable.

J.M.B., Hampshire.

**Simplified Pond-making**

WITH reference to the letter from the Rev. A. B. de T. Andrews published in the July issue of *The Aquarist*, I would like to describe how I mature my pools in only a few days. I find that raised ponds are less work to make and give less trouble with frogs, etc., entering them.

My pools consist of base stones rammed into the earth and on this a layer of concrete with the great advantage, viz., 1½ ins. thick; the sides are built up to six inches thick and 18 ins. high. A depression made in the base provides a depth of two feet over about one-third of the pool. After only one week I fill up with water to which I add potassium permanganate sufficient to give it a deep red colour. After three days I drain the pool and with two buckets of clean water I scrub the pond thoroughly. It is then filled again with tap water and the water plants, in pots, are placed in position. A week later the fishes are introduced. I have made four ponds in this way which contain flourishing water lilies, plants and fishes.


**Hardy Shubunkins**

RECENTLY I was away from home for eight days, during which time my fishes were entirely unattended. Their tanks were well supplied with growing plants, which my goldfish eat in copious quantities at all times. On the morning after my return I had no time to provide them with more than a modest portion of Bemex, and as I had to go out on the evening of the same day again they received scant attention—i.e., a cupful consisting of a mouthful each of scrambled egg from my own plate.

Next morning, approaching the fish tanks with a heavy conscience and a plate of chopped earthworms, I was surprised to find that a pair of three-inch shubunkins who have lived together in a 24 ins. by 12 ins. aquarium since early spring, were spawning for the fourth time this year! They had received no protein food for ten days apart from the mouthful of egg mentioned above, but they showed no signs of exhaustion or debility after spawning and ten days later they spawned again for the fifth time this season.

Incidentally, when I went away I was forced to leave some of the one month old fry from the shubunkins’ second spawning in two enamel bowls in water thick with algae, into which I had emptied just before departure large quantities of baby Daphnia. I fully expected to find these fishes dead or severely debilitated on my return, but they had more than doubled their size and were very fit. Now, at eight weeks of age they are one inch long and quite fat. Although some weakness as a result of being left unattended may show up in the future there is no sign of this at present. It looks as though even fry can get along without us for a while! I think this is a testimony to the hardihood and vigour of these fishes when healthy.

(Miss) H. Bowman, Harpenden, Herts.

**Hygrophila in Cold Water**

YOUR June issue was received and enjoyed very much—especially the Editorial concerning the experiment with the fishes and plants in a sealed jar. Many adults will advise you to your face that they have heard that tropicaal and plants can be purchased as a sealed unit to be set up in the home and that neither food nor aeration are ever required!

Well, on page 33 of the same issue I found a mention of *Hygrophila* being used for coldwater aquaria. Our local zoo here in Cincinnati has a large 1,000 gallons tank well stocked with this plant and it grows over two feet in height; it is a coldwater set-up with large carp. The plant does well in good light, and our local member, Mr. Joseph Johanninaman of Loveland Aquatics, was largely responsible for introducing it all over the U.S.A.

DON R. ABST., President,
Greater Cincinnati Aquarium Society, U.S.A.

**Albino Pristella riddlei**

LAST May I spawned a pair of *Pristella riddlei*, and about three weeks later spawned them again. Until the first...
The AQUARIST Crossword
Compiled by J. LAUGHLAND

CLUES ACROSS
1. Guile co. atray to give the variety of this herb (6, 6)
2. Erect or expel (4)
3. Instruments essential for tropical tanks and desirable also in coldwater aquariums (12)
4. Female parent of 11 down (2)
5. Koh-i-Noor of the tropical fishes (7, 8)
6. Pigment, gift or favour (4)
7. Head the carp for civil defence (1, 1, 1)
8. Graceful, pleasing descriptive name of a Rasbora (7)
9. A fin (4)
10. Chinese weight or Chinese mile (i.e., from mile back) (2)

CLUES DOWN
1. Variety of Siamese fighting fish (7, 7)
2. Sign of fishes (5)
3. A lens that concentrates the sun’s rays (7, 5)
4. American water soldier? (1, 1, 1)
5. One of the breathing holes in the bodies of certain articulate (5)
6. Famous West Country river (3)
7. Hard water? (3)
8. Fibre for cordage made of twisted raffia (5)
9. Dugong, supposed basis of mermaid legends (7)
10. Beche-de-mer or sea-slug (7)
11. A sheet of paper once folded (3)

4. Barbus fasciolatus attains a length of about: (a) 2 ins. (b) 4 ins. (c) 6 ins. (d) 8 ins.
5. Fancy names in (abbreviation of) (a) Assello. (b) Neogonia. (c) Sabino. (d) Vinctilum.
6. Palomina was named after: (a) a botanist. (b) a curator. (c) a doctor. (d) a philosopher.

(Solutions on page 149)
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from AQUARIST’S SOCIETIES

Monthly reports from Secretaries of aquarists’ societies for inclusion on this page should reach the Editor by the 5th of the month preceding the month of publication.

A copy of The Aquarist’s Directory of Aquarium Societies will be sent free to any reader on receipt of a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

AT the September meeting of the Aylesbury Aquarium Association a table show of tropical fishes was staged. This month Mr. A. Bearden is visiting the Association to give a talk on cichlids.

Two visiting aquarists from the continent, Mr. C. W. Barth, from Paraguay and Mr. P. Borst (Holland) were welcomed at the August meeting of the Beckett and District Aquarium Society. Mr. Borst again visited the club last month and gave a talk on building fish tanks. The judges have been going to members’ homes to assess aquariums entered in the Home Aquarium Competition, and the challenge cup has been presented to the society’s Secretary Mr. J. Millis for the best tank. Award cards have been presented to Mr. J. W. Willcocks (second), Mr. J. Holder (third) and Mr. D. Bates (commended). The judges, members of the Hastings Aquarium, gave their impressions of the entries, which were the subject of a good-humoured argument at the meeting. A table show for September was discussed and the results were: 1st red, A. L. Steeple (Mrs. J. Good); 2nd, thick-lipped gourami, Mr. J. Willcocks; 3rd, leeri gourami, Mr. D. Joliffe. Mr. W. Walker of Eastbourne judged the entries.

ENTRIES in the recent contest between Cambridge and District Fishkeepers’ Club and the Huntingdon Aquarium Society numbered 60. Cambridge won by 17 points (29-12). Results were as follows: Best in Show: Mr. Jackson (Cambridge). Angel fish: Class 1: Anabantids—1st Mr. Yardey (Huntingdon); 2nd Mr. Pitcher (Huntingdon); 3rd Mr. Diver (Cambridge). Three-spotted gourami: Class 1: Livebearers—1st Mr. Lambert (Cambridge); 2nd Mr. Pitcher (Huntingdon); 3rd Mr. Good. Class 2: Catfish—1st Mr. Pitcher (Huntingdon); 2nd Mr. J. Flower (Huntingdon); 3rd Mr. Good. Class 3: Catfish—1st Mr. Jackson (Cambridge); 2nd Mr. Pitcher (Huntingdon); 3rd Mr. Good. Class 4: A.O.V. Tropical—1st Mr. Jackson (Cambridge); 2nd Mr. Good. Class 5: Male Guppy (Longtail)—1st Mr. W. Webb (W.N.A.S.); 2nd Mr. S. Brown (W.N.A.S.). Class 6: Guppy—1st Mr. J. Tobacco (W.N.A.S.). Class 7: Female Guppy—1st Mr. D. H. Sanders (W.N.A.S.). Class 8: Male Swordtail—1st Mr. H. R. Smith (W.N.A.S.). Class 9: Female Swordtail—1st Mr. J. Biddle (W.N.A.S.).

FIRST show staged in August by the Kirkcaldy and District Aquarium Society received 80 entries and proved to be a successful venture. Winners were as follows: Tropical furnished aquarium—1st Mr. Peter Low (Kirkcaldy); 2nd Mr. Edwin Headley (Kirkcaldy); 3rd Mr. W. Anderson (Kirkcaldy). Cold water furnished aquarium—1st Mr. David Hendrien (Glencoe); 2nd Mr. Anderson (Kirkcaldy); 3rd Mr. W. Anderson (Kirkcaldy). Breeder’s exhibited fish—1st Mr. E. Headley (Glencoe); 2nd Mr. E. Headley (Glencoe); 3rd Mr. W. Anderson (Kirkcaldy). Breeder’s foxtail—1st Mr. W. Wilkins (Kirkcaldy); 2nd Mr. C. Caan (Dyce); 3rd Mr. G. Carr (Dyce). Livebearers—1st Mr. J. Herd (Edinburgh); 2nd Mr. H. Kerr (Edinburgh); 3rd Mr. C. Beadmore (Edinburgh).

THE newly formed Independent Aquarists’ Society reports its first success in an open show. This was the first prize awarded to the club’s furnished coldwater aquarium entry at this year’s Hendon show; the tank was set up by Mr. G. Harris.

Don’t forget the dates!

5—9 OCTOBER

British Aquarists’ Festival at Belle Vue, Manchester

IN August six aquarists were exhibited in a local works flower show by the Merseyside Aquarists’ Society. At a meeting of another local society last month a talk was given by Mr. N. Glendinning on diseases of fishes.

AT a table show staged during a recent meeting of the “Piscos” Aquarium Club (Dulwich) on one club member, Mr. G. G. Goff, gained first, second and highly commended awards. The club programme for the next six months is now ready and copies may be obtained on application to the secretary Mr. J. M. Sayers, S. Rokel, House, Beckham Hill Road, Beckenham, Kent.

FIGHTING fishes were arrayed at a recent table show held by Pontefract and District Aquatic Society. Mr. R. Bramley’s entry was selected from the Pondwood Shield and replica. This month the society is making a coach trip to visit the British Aquarists’ Festival at Manchester.

SECOND and fourth awards were gained by the Southern Amateur Aquarists at the Pontefract show last month. The first place in the club’s exhibition was won by Mr. J. McInerney, who spoke about his experiences in breeding tropical fishes.

FIRST holder of a new trophy awarded at the West South Midlands Aquarists’ Society’s annual show in Leamington Spa was Mr. W. W. Webb (W.N.A.S.) best coldwater fish in show; Class 1: Goldfish—Mr. V. Capaldi (Bristol S.A.); Class 2: A.O.V. Coldwater Fish—Mr. J. Amerys (W.N.A.S.); Class 3: Male Guppy (Short-tail)—Mr. J. Amerys (W.N.A.S.); Class 5: Male Guppy (Long-tail)—Mr. R. J. Hunter (W.N.A.S.); Class 6: Minnows—Mr. S. H. Sanders (W.N.A.S.).

RESULTS of the Welsh National Aquarists’ Society’s show held in Llanelli, have been presented by the association’s secretary, Mr. A. H. Charles, in memory of his late wife, and it is to be known as the “Diana M. Charles Memorial” (Perpetual) Challenge Trophy” for each award. Certificates have been presented to the winners who passed the examination last year with 75 or more points.

Furnished coldwater aquarium entry at this year’s Hendon show; the tank was set up by Mr. G. Harris.

FIRST show staged in August by the Kirkcaldy and District Aquarium Society received 80 entries and proved to be a successful venture. Winners were as follows: Tropical furnished aquarium—1st Mr. Peter Low (Kirkcaldy); 2nd Mr. Edwin Headley (Kirkcaldy); 3rd Mr. W. Anderson (Kirkcaldy). Cold water furnished aquarium—1st Mr. David Hendrien (Glencoe); 2nd Mr. Anderson (Kirkcaldy); 3rd Mr. W. Anderson (Kirkcaldy). Breeder’s exhibited fish—1st Mr. E. Headley (Glencoe); 2nd Mr. E. Headley (Glencoe); 3rd Mr. W. Anderson (Kirkcaldy). Breeder’s foxtail—1st Mr. W. Wilkins (Kirkcaldy); 2nd Mr. C. Caan (Dyce); 3rd Mr. G. Carr (Dyce). Livebearers—1st Mr. J. Herd (Edinburgh); 2nd Mr. H. Kerr (Edinburgh); 3rd Mr. C. Beadmore (Edinburgh). Rugby—1st Mr. A. Blair (Kirkcaldy); 2nd Mr. P. Low (Kirkcaldy); 3rd Mr. A. Blair (Kirkcaldy). Damon—1st Mr. H. Kerr (Edinburgh); 2nd Mr. W. Carter (Glenrothes). Barb—1st Mr. C. Beadmore (Edinburgh); 2nd Mr. E. Headley (Glenrothes); 3rd Mr. G. Carr (Dyce). Damon—1st Mr. J. Laughton (Edinburgh); 2nd Mr. E. Headley (Glenrothes); 3rd Mr. J. Laughton (Edinburgh). Barb—1st Mr. C. Beadmore (Edinburgh); 2nd Mr. E. Headley (Glenrothes); 3rd Mr. G. Beadmore (Edinburgh). Damon—1st Mr. P. Low (Kirkcaldy); 2nd Mr. G. Beadmore (Edinburgh); 3rd Mr. J. Laughton (Edinburgh). Barb—1st Mr. C. Beadmore (Edinburgh); 2nd Mr. E. Headley (Glenrothes); 3rd Mr. G. Beadmore (Edinburgh). Damon—1st Mr. P. Low (Kirkcaldy); 2nd Mr. G. Beadmore (Edinburgh); 3rd Mr. J. Laughton (Edinburgh). Barb—1st Mr. C. Beadmore (Edinburgh); 2nd Mr. E. Headley (Glenrothes); 3rd Mr. G. Beadmore (Edinburgh). Damon—1st Mr. P. Low (Kirkcaldy); 2nd Mr. G. Beadmore (Edinburgh); 3rd Mr. J. Laughton (Edinburgh). Barb—1st Mr. C. Beadmore (Edinburgh); 2nd Mr. E. Headley (Glenrothes); 3rd Mr. G. Beadmore (Edinburgh). Damon—1st Mr. P. Low (Kirkcaldy); 2nd Mr. G. Beadmore (Edinburgh); 3rd Mr. J. Laughton (Edinburgh). Barb—1st Mr. C. Beadmore (Edinburgh); 2nd Mr. E. Headley (Glenrothes); 3rd Mr. G. Beadmore (Edinburgh). Damon—1st Mr. P. Low (Kirkcaldy); 2nd Mr. G. Beadmore (Edinburgh); 3rd Mr. J. Laughton (Edinburgh). Barb—1st Mr. C. Beadmore (Edinburgh); 2nd Mr. E. Headley (Glenrothes); 3rd Mr. G. Beadmore (Edinburgh).
Oldham Show

The annual show staged by the Oldham and District Aquarium Society late in August was the fifth that has been held. Increased entries from local exhibitors was reported, although smaller entries from Bury and Rochdale were obtained than usual since the show coincided with holiday week there. Best furnished aquarium in the show was entered by Rochdale Aquarium Society and best fish was the entry by Mr. B. Taylor in the A.T. Abysineum, Rhythmus and Punctatus class. Judges were provided by the Federation of Northern Aquarium Societies.

F.B.A.S Guides

LATEST Guides and Technical Data sheets issued by the Federation of British Aquarium Societies comprise the following: Show Fish Guides Introduction; Aquarium Plants Classification; Gymnocranium tenacev; Hemigrammus erythrozonus; H. acutifilis; Rhabdo hetro- morphus; R. micrura; Tropheus chalceus; T. lori; T. peacocki; T. chilungwense; T. moorii; H. ramulosus; H. ornatus; H. suriae. Each sheet measures approximately 8½ ins. by 5½ ins. and is punched to fit the F.B.A.S. loose-leaf file. These guides, which are printed and illustrated with colour drawings of fish, are intended not as standards for the species but as characteristics for the guidance of judges and others. One sheet covers each fish and the numbering allows them to be arranged in the alphabetically by species within a family. They are obtainable from the F.B.A.S. secretary, Mr. R. O. B. List, 1, Constitution Court, Widdes Lane, London N.W.6.

Judging Charts

NINE judging charts for fishes covering the groups 1, characins; 2, barbs; 3, lymnis; 4, Rasbora and danios; 5, livebearers; 6, cichlids; 7, coldwater fishes; 8, other genera; 9, cichlids, have been compiled by the South-West Middlesex Aquarium Association. The duplicated sheets give size, shape, finnage and colour details of the fishes listed, with suggested scales of pointing. They may be obtained from the Association's secretary, Mr. A. H. Charles, 36, The Parade, Uxbridge Road, Hanwell, Middlesex, price 2s. 6d. the set.

The Aquarist's Badge

PRODUCED in response to numerous requests from readers, this attractive silver, red and blue substantial metal emblem for the aquarist can now be obtained at cost price by all readers of The Aquarist. The design is pictured here (actual size). Two forms of the badge, one fitting the lapel button-hole and the other having the brooch-type fastening, are available. The badges are posted to any order for 1s. 9d. together with the Aquarist's Badge Token from page 13 of The Aquarist. The Butts, Hall Acre, Brem- male Middlars, and please specify which type of fixing you require.
**'Es-Es'**

**'COMPASS'** Thermometer

The "Compass" has much to recommend it. Only the size of a half-crown yet with a degree of accuracy exceeding that of the average aquarium thermometer. It adheres by suction to the inside of the aquarium and is always easily read since algae cannot form between the dial and the aquarium glass. Its perfectly rounded shape and green protective rubber cover rule out all possibility of damage to fishes.

*7/6*

Write for illustrated brochure of all "Es-Es" products.

---

**Coral Fish Food**

An ideal staple diet. Promotes digestion and prevents constipation—keeps the bladder and digestive organs healthy. Fish thrive on . . .

"CORAL" FISH FOOD

Sold in 6d and 2½ size drums—if you cannot obtain locally send 2½ P.O. (plus 3d postage) to LIVERINE LTD., GRIMSBY, and mention your dealer’s name.

For TROPICAL & COLDWATER FISH

A STAPLE DIET. The food fish love dash for and thrive on.

PLEASE FEED SPARINGLY

Once per day only.

A Liverine Product

Manufactured by LIVERINE LTD., GRIMSBY, ENGLAND

Actual size of 2½ drum. Sufficient to feed 20 medium size tropicals for 50 days or 10 medium goldfish for 35 days.